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1. INTRODUCTION 
The tricentennial celebration of the earliest publication on calculus, by Gott- 
fried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716) in the Acta Eruditorum of 1684, heightened 
interest in Ehrenfried Walther von Tschirnhaus (1651-1708), particularly in his 
role as a mathematician and physicist during the early evolution of calculus and in 
his influence on the later development of algebra. 
The numerous existing articles on Tschirnhaus, for instance, those listed in the 
German translation of his Medicina mentis [Haussleiter 19631 or those in the 
references to the papers in [Winter 19601, offer many details on his roles in 
philosophy, education, experimental optics, economics, and the invention of por- 
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celain, but are rather fragmentary with respect to his mathematics. More impor- 
tant, the resulting image of Tschimhaus as a mathematician has so far been inac- 
curate and incomplete. Therefore, the details of his mathematical work and its 
effects deserve to be clarified. 
To accomplish this, we investigate Tschimhaus’s relationship with Leibniz 
(Section 3), discuss the main paper on the Tschirnhaus transformation (Section 4) 
and its impact on the evolution of mathematics (Section 5), and briefly indicate the 
significance of Tschirnhaus’s Medicina mentis from the viewpoint of mathematics 
(Section 6). In conclusion (Section 7) we state five formative factors that were 
most influential on Tschirnhaus’s life and work. 
2. TSCHIRNHAUS’S LIFE 
Ehrenfried Walther von Tschimhaus, Count of Kieslingswalde and Stolzen- 
berg, was born on April 10, 1651, in Kieslingswalde (in the Upper Lausitz, Elec- 
torate of Saxony, about 12 km east of Gorlitz), “which had been in the possession 
of the Tschirnhaus family for over 400 Years” [Weissenbom 1866, 21. His father 
Christoph had studied in Italy. His mother Elisabeth Eleonore Freiin Achy11 von 
Stirling [l] was of German and Scottish origin. As a youth he received a thorough 
education at home and at the high school in Gorlitz, at that time a cultural center 
trading extensively with England and Holland. 
At 17 he began to study “modern” (i.e., Cartesian) mathematics (and medicine) 
at the University of Leiden, Holland, where he worked for 7 years, with interrup- 
tions lasting about a year and a half for service in the War of the Netherlands 
against France and for a short visit home in 1674. 
In May 1675 Tschirnhaus traveled to England, where he met with, among 
others, Papin, Boyle, and Oldenburg, secretary of the Royal Society, which had 
been in existence for 30 years. Provided by Oldenburg with letters of recommen- 
dation to Huygens and Leibniz, he went from England to Paris in the summer of 
1675. There, at the age of 24, he established a very close relationship with Leibniz, 
who was 5 years older, and the two men worked jointly on problems in algebra 
and calculus for about 13 months. 
From 1676 to 1679 Tschimhaus traveled in Italy, spending most of his time at 
scientific centers, particularly in Rome and Milan, where he experimented with 
curved reflectors (burning mirrors) jointly with the physicist A. Kircher [2] and 
with M. Settala (Septalius), a priest and later director of the Academy of Fine Arts 
in Milan. On his way back to Saxony he visited Paris and Amsterdam, where he 
helped prepare for publication the works of his friend Spinoza, who had died in 
1677. 
For most of the period from 1679 to 1692, Tschirnhaus was in Kieslingswalde, 
working on mathematics and constructing large reflectors and lenses and experi- 
menting with them on the generation of high temperatures (Section 7). In 1682 he 
again went to Paris, to submit his paper on catacaustics (Section 3) to the AcadC- 
mie des Sciences, which made him a member on July 22, 1682. 
From 1682 to 1687 Tschimhaus published his major mathematical papers (Sec- 
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tions 3-5) as well as his main contribution to the early Enlightenment, his treatise 
Medicina mentis (Mental Medicine). The latter included numerous examples, 
some of which interest us here (Section 6). (Further mathematical and physical 
articles by Tschirnhaus, of lesser importance to us, continued to appear in the 
Acta Eruditorum until 1699.) 
In 1693 Tschirnhaus declined an invitation to become president of the newly 
founded University of Halle. At that time he seems to have made agreements with 
the Court of Dresden to develop industries in Saxony [Winter 1960,361. In pursuit 
of this, he helped to found three glass factories, one of them in Kieslingswalde, for 
producing large lenses (Section 7). In 1696, at the request of August II, Elector of 
Saxony and later King of Poland, he searched major quarries in the country for 
minerals suitable as raw materials for the manufacture of porcelain. Its invention 
(in Europe) occupied the last years of his life, when he was the supervisor and 
collaborator of Johann Friedrich Bottger, who probably deserves more credit for 
the invention than Tschirnhaus, although this question is still open [Haussleiter 
1963,23-251. For further details, see Gerhardt [1899,311-3261, Haussleiter [1963, 
5-281, Weissenborn [1866, 2-141, or Winter [1960, l-821. 
3. TSCHIRNHAUS AND LEIBNIZ 
Tschimhaus and Leibniz first met in Paris, in the fall of 1675, and remained in 
contact thereafter, at the beginning more intensely than after 1684. When they 
met, Leibniz had been in Paris for 3f years, and Tschirnhaus had come from 
London. Both left Paris in 1676, Leibniz in early October to go to London for a 
short second visit and then to Hanover for a new permanent position, Tschirnhaus 
in late November to go to Italy, where he remained until the summer of 1679. 
For developing his creative mathematical powers, the years he spent in Paris, 
1672 to 1676, were most important to Leibniz. When he came to Paris, with a 
doctorate in law (from Altdorf, 1667) and on a political mission from the Elector of 
Mainz, he had a keen interest in mathematics, but little knowledge of it [Gerhardt 
1899,528]. C. Huygens (1629-1695), who had been in Paris since the founding of 
the Academic des Sciences in 1666, helped Leibniz in his autodidactic studies of 
the French masters Descartes and Pascal. During his last year in Paris he worked 
with Tschimhaus, freely exchanging ideas, problems, and results. When Leibniz 
left Paris, he possessed the elementary rules of calculus and had created his 
notations, which were essential to a rapid growth of calculus (see [Mahnke 1926; 
Hofmann 19741). 
Hofmann [ 19741 has given a detailed account of Leibniz’s mathematical activi- 
ties in Paris. Whereas his presentation of Leibniz and his relation to the develop- 
ment of calculus in England appear to be impartial and well documented, his 
treatment of Tschirnhaus, who plays but a minor role in his book, is much less 
satisfactory. Accordingly, we wish to defend another point of view more sympa- 
thetic to Tschirnhaus. Hofmann describes the first meeting of the two men in 
Paris, admitting that Tschirnhaus was “Leibniz’s strongest and most intimate 
personal contact” [Hofmann 1974, 1651, and then he mentions Tschimhaus’s visit 
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to England, with the possibility that Tschimhaus communicated details of New- 
ton’s method to Leibniz. It was not, he continues, “in Tschimhaus’ interest to 
learn overmuch of the English methods” [1974, 170-1721. He finally tries to make 
it appear that Tschimhaus was neither intelligent nor interested enough to trans- 
mit any of those details from Newton or his friends to Leibniz; he writes that 
Tschimhaus had little enthusiasm for the “new analysis” and that (even at a much 
later time) 
. . . Tschimhaus had not really penetrated to any fundamental level of mathematical 
understanding. He remained trapped on the surface. . . . [He] was . . . totally unable . . . 
to accept an external stimulus or to comprehend its significance. . . 
A few lines farther down, Hofmann writes that it would have been “quite impos- 
sible for Leibniz” to learn anything from Tschirnhaus [1974, 1861. 
Whereas we have no doubts that Tschimhaus brought no news on calculus from 
Newton (or the English) to Leibniz-a thesis that is not new, but follows readily 
from the arguments of Gerhardt [I8751 and Child [19201-we give a number of 
arguments to refute the statement about Tschirnhaus’s lack of intelligence and 
mathematical qualifications. 
First, when Tschirnhaus went to England, Collins gave detailed reports on that 
visit in his letters to Gregory, writing on August 3, 1675, that “I am apt to thinke 
(excepting your selfe and Newton) he [Tschimhaus] is the most knowing algebra- 
ist in Europe” [Turnbull 1939, 3151. Even if this praise resulting from a relatively 
short visit of 13 weeks might be somewhat exaggerated, it at least confirms that 
when Tschimhaus subsequently went to Paris, he was a fully trained mathemati- 
cian of the Descartes-Schooten school of Leiden, well skilled in the modern 
mathematics of his time, an opinion also expressed by Volk [1960, 2641. In con- 
trast, Leibniz had just begun to study mathematics on his own in 1673 (see [Hof- 
mann 1974, 47; Zeuthen 1903, 3961). Already at their first meeting, Tschirnhaus 
must have left a deep impression on Leibniz, because on December 28, 1675, 
Leibniz wrote to Oldenburg, whom he knew personally from his first visit in 
London: 
. . . I was very much pleased by his manners, and I recognize in that young man an 
outstanding and very promising talent. He showed me quite a number of [his] results (in- 
venta), analytic as Well as geometric and of reasonably good taste. From this I easily conclude 
how much can be expected from him. . . . [Gerhardt 1899 I, 143-147; translation is ours] 
Furthermore, perhaps of greater weight is the following. In Leibniz’s extensive 
correspondence (Rivaud [1914-19241 lists 1,578 articles and letters from Leibniz’s 
time in Paris alone!), the letters to Tschimhaus after 1676 were usually written 
while the events and thoughts to be reported were fresh in mind. On the one hand, 
this makes them particularly valuable; on the other, it shows the intimacy of the 
contact between Leibniz and his friend and collaborator, a relationship that the 
genius Leibniz would certainly not have continued after he and Tschimhaus had 
left Paris in 1676 had the two men not been experiencing an exchange of ideas 
which was beneficial to both of them. Moreover, even M. Cantor, who was rather 
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critical of Tschirnhaus, called him “a man of great sharpness of mind and ingenu- 
ity . . . [who] successfully researched all areas with which he was concerned at 
that time” [I913 III, 1181. 
We offer an alternative to Hofmann’s opinion that Tschirnhaus lacked interest; 
rather, Tschirnhaus might have lacked confidence in a calculus that, in contrast to 
algebra, was not yet conceptually well founded. Incidentally, at that time, this 
opinion was shared by Huygens and other contemporaries; see [Gerhardt 1899, 
530, 533; Cantor 1913 III, 737; Bourbaki 1974, 2171. 
We now begin with our investigation of Tschirnhaus’s major publications; these 
are 
(I) on catacaustics (1682), 
(II) on quadrature or integration (1683), 
(III) on the Tschirnhaus transformation (1683), 
(IV) his (philosophical) logic, Medicina mentis (1687; 2nd ed., 1695). 
We discuss I and II in this section, III in Sections 4 and 5, and mathematical 
aspects of IV in Section 6. 
Descartes’s idea of analytic geometry, as developed in his Ge’ome’trie of 1637, 
spread rapidly and sparked increased activity in the study of curves. Many new 
curves related to geometric, kinematic, or other problems were invented. Names, 
such as Cartesian ovals (1637), Fermat’s cycloid (P. Laloubere, 1640; Fermat, 
1660), Pascal’s limacon (attributed to Pascal’s father by Roberval), Tschirnhaus’s 
quadratrix (1687; cf. Section 6), Jakob Bernoulli’s lemniscate (1694), and many 
others of later times (see Loria [1902]), show that almost all leading mathemati- 
cians became involved. Here we keep in mind that the word “function” (functio) 
was used only later- first by Johann Bernoulli in 1698, and earlier but in a differ- 
ent sense by Leibniz in 1694 [Gerhardt 1849-1863/1971 III, 507, 531; V, 3061- 
whereas “function” as a concept per se began to evolve only during the 18th 
century, in the works of Euler and Lagrange [Birkhoff 62 Kreyszig 1984, 259; 
Kreyszig 1986, 271. 
Tschirnhaus’s most valuable contributions to the development of the theory of 
curves were his discovery and discussion of the catacaustic of a spherical mirror. 
Figure 1 shows a cross section of the mirror, the vertical incoming parallel rays, 
the reflected rays, and their envelope (catacaustic). Tschirnhaus first mentioned 
his results in a short letter of April 7, 1681, to Leibniz [Gerhardt 1849-1863/1971 
IV, 4841. In 1682 he submitted his results, most likely without proofs, to the 
Academic des Sciences, in connection with his election to membership later that 
year. Details of his submission were mentioned in a letter of May 27, 1682, to 
Leibniz, written in Paris. Leibniz replied in June, with a long and friendly letter, 
full of good advice regarding the forthcoming election to the Academic. In that 
letter he also supplied a proof of Tschimhaus’s most important theorem on cata- 
caustics, namely, 
QA = LC + CA; 
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FIG. 1. Spherical reflector with rays and catacaustic [Gerhardt 1849-1863/1971 IV, Fig. 1081. 
that is, the length of the arc of the catacaustic from Q to A (the point of contact of 
the outgoing ray with the catacaustic) equals the sum of the segments LC of the 
incoming ray and CA of the outgoing (the reflected) ray (see Fig. 2). Leibniz 
commented that he found the theorem very interesting, and since “obviously 
because of lack of time you did not send the proof, also other [people] in Paris 
cannot find it, I have tried whether I could find it, what indeed has happened” 
[Gerhardt 1849-1863/1971 IV, 487-4981. Tschirnhaus [1682] also published his 
paper in the Acta Eruditorum, and in a later note he corrected some errors in the 
paper that had been pointed out to him by Jakob Bernoulli. 
Uylenbroek suspected (much later, in 1830) that Tschirnhaus might have ob- 
tained his results on catacaustics from Huygens in Paris in 1678, and his claim was 
quoted elsewhere (by Cantor [1913 III, 1481 and Loria [1902, 6631, where refer- 
ences are given). We think that this claim cannot be substantiated, for several 
reasons. First, Tschirnhaus was not in Paris at that time and had no correspon- 
dence with Huygens while he was in Italy from 1676 until his (brief) return to Paris 
in the summer of 1679. Second, Tschirnhaus was interested in lenses and reflec- 
tors for producing high temperatures to melt metals and minerals. This is corrobo- 
FIG. 2. Tschimhaus’s theorem on catacaustics [Gerhardt 1849-186311971 IV, Fig. 1151. 
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rated by experiments on metallic reflectors conducted jointly with Villette in Lyon 
in 1676 [Haussleiter 1963, 71 and in Italy during his contacts with Kircher and 
Set&la. Third, although further investigation by Volk [1960, 2601 showed that 
Huygens did in fact know catacaustics as early as 1678, Uylenbroek’s claim is still 
refuted by a letter of April 7, 1681, that Tschirnhaus wrote to Leibniz [Gerhardt 
1849-186311971 IV, 4841 inquiring whether he knew of work on curved reflectors 
by other mathematicians, “praecipue a Dn. Hugens cujus Dioptrica nunc lucem 
forte vidit” [3]. Leibniz replied that he probably misunderstood the question 
because he thought that the reflected rays fill the whole plane. In the above-cited 
letter of May 1682 Tschimhaus finally explained to Leibniz the problem that had 
arisen from his experiments and his mathematical solution for it. 
Although Tschimhaus did not obtain his theory of catacaustics from Huygens, 
he was guilty of plagiarism, which, however, gained particular significance by an 
important positive effect that it had on the evolution of calculus, as we shall see. 
A year after his election to the Academic, Tschirnhaus [1683b] published a 
paper entitled “Methodus datae figurae, rectis lineis & Curva Geometrica ter- 
minatae, aut Quadraturam, aut impossibilitatem ejusdem Quadraturae deter- 
minandi” [4]. Here, Descartes’s term “geometric curves” means algebraic 
curves, as opposed to Descartes’s “mechanical curves,” which we now call 
transcendental curves, following Leibniz, who emphasized that by their use ge- 
ometry is extended “beyond the boundaries given to it by Vieta and Descartes” 
(“ultra terminos a Vieta et Cartesio positos”) [Gerhardt 1849-186311971 V, 2301. 
Figure 3, taken from the original paper, shows the idea. A is the origin of a 
rectangular coordinate system with the abscissa pointing downward. AHD is a 
“geometric” curve given in one of the forms 
by + ca + dx = 0, 
by2 + cay + dxy + ea2 + fax + gx2 = 0, etc., 
with y2 written yy, and so on. (Clearly, ca = 0 and ea2 = 0, respectively, if a curve 
is positioned as that in Fig. 3.) Tschirnhaus now wanted to determine another 
FIG. 3. From Tscbimhaus’s paper [1683b, 4331 on quadrature. 
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“geometric” curve AFB with ordinate z such that for every x the area of the 
“triangle” AFG equals the area of the rectangle AGHI. Thus, in our notation, 
writing y = f(x) for the first curve AHD and z = g(x) for the second curve AFB, 
we have 
I ,x g(i) di = xf(x). 
We see that instead of determiningf(x) for given g(x), Tschirnhaus proceeded in 
the opposite direction, starting from a “geometric” curvef(x) and looking for a 
“geometric” curve g(x) whose integral can be represented byf(x) as shown; so he 
actually treated a problem of integration by using differentiation. His results (The- 
orems 1, 2, and 3) gave representations, such as 
bz + ca + 2dx = 0 
in the “linear” case, etc., relating the second curve to the coefficients of the first. 
He presented some examples, but gave no indication of proof. Incidentally, it is 
not very difficult to see (and was illustrated for some cases by Weissenbom [1866, 
85-861) that his formulas are not generally true. 
This paper of 1683 angered Leibniz considerably, because Tschimhaus had 
written Leibniz several times regarding quadrature, and in an undated letter of 
1678 or 1679 [Gerhardt 1849-186311971 IV, 477-4821, Leibniz had explained his 
method as follows (with fl replaced by = and xx by x2, etc., and 2px in (3) 
corrected to 2qx): 
. Given an arbitrary algebraic curve . . . 
0 = a + bx + cy + dxy + ex2 + fi* + etc. (1) 
with given a, b, c, etc., it is asked whether it is suitable for general algebraic quadrature, that 
is, it is asked for its summatrix curve (curua summatrix), whose equation be 
0 = 1 + mx + nz + pxz + qx2 + rz2 + etc. (2) 
I, m, n, etc. being asked for. From a known tangent method it is clear that 
5 _ m + pz f 2qx etc. 
t- n + px + 2rz etc. 
one sets 
and from equations (3) and (4) results: 
ny + pxy + 2rzy etc. = m + pz + 2qx etc. (3, 
from which equation by eliminating z one will have an equation in which there will be the only 
indeterminates (indejnitae) x and y, which therefore must coincide with the given equation 
(1); whether this is possible can be determined from the comparison of terms . . . p, m, n, 
etc. And so . . . we shall have a universal rule for the algebraic quadrature of algebraic 
figures whatsoever. And I remind you that I told you that already in Paris, but I see that you 
did not pay attention. [Gerhardt 1849-1863/1971 IV, 480-481; translation is ours] 
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It is now obvious that Tschirnhaus’s idea is the same as that of Leibniz, who had it 
as early as 1675, although we must admit that Tschirnhaus had developed it in 
more detail than Leibniz had (see also [Weissenborn 1866, 91; Gerhardt 1899, 
4531). Leibniz [1684a] expressed his anger in a short note, also pointing to some 
erroneous conclusions to which Tschirnhaus’s paper leads in certain cases. 
More important, Leibniz might have been afraid that Tschirnhaus could go on in 
that direction. This had a positive effect on the evolution of calculus since Leibniz 
was moved to publish his theory sooner than he had planned [5], not his whole 
calculus at once, but only the differential calculus, and not in extenso but, to 
secure priority, in a short seven-page paper entitled “Nova methodus pro maxi- 
mis et minimis, itemque tangentibus, quae net fractas, net irrationales quanti- 
tates moratur, et singulare pro illis calculi genus” [Leibniz 1684b]. 
The presentation in this famous paper was indeed very brief. A few lines of 
introduction were followed by a short paragraph stating the familiar rules for 
differentiating sums, products, and quotients. Then Leibniz turned to extrema, 
with the earliest known distinction between maximum and minimum, and further 
to the notions of concavity, convexity, and inflection point (punctum flexus con- 
trarii). The remaining portion of the paper included the power rule, also for 
negative and fractional exponents; the introduction of new variables (substitu- 
tion), with the earliest appearance of the colon as a sign for division; Snell’s law 
as an example of a minimum problem; and Beaune’s problem. 
This incident affected the relationship between Leibniz and Tschirnhaus only 
temporarily, and did not destroy it, as is evident from the further correspondence, 
which Leibniz resumed in 1692, and later visits of Tschirnhaus to Hanover, where 
Leibniz was appointed Librarian in 1676 (and later Privy Councillor) by Duke 
Johann Friedrich of Hanover. 
4. THE PAPER OF 1683 ON THE TSCHIRNHAUS TRANSFORMATION 
In 1683 Tschirnhaus [1683a] published a paper on what is now called the 
Tschirnhaus transformation. After being forgotten for almost 200 years, this 
transformation is now recognized as Tschirnhaus’s most important contribution to 
mathematics, for reasons given below. The title of the paper, “Methodus 
auferendi omnes terminos intermedios ex data aeqvatione,” tells us that he 
wanted to present a method for eliminating all intermediate terms from a given 
equation. If successful, he would have reduced an equation of nth degree to the 
form, say, x” - a = 0, thus solving the main problem in algebra of his time. We 
know that this goal was impossible to reach, but we shall see why nevertheless his 
method became significant in works of Hermite and Klein, thus affecting further 
developments up to the present. 
Tschimhaus wrote the “cubical equation from which two intermediate terms 
are to be eliminated” (aeqvatio cubica ex qva auferendi duo intermedii termini) in 
the form 
x3 - pxx + qx - r = 0. 
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Referring to Descartes’s GkomPfrie by beginning his paper with the words “Ex 
Geometria Dn. Des Cartes notum est, qva ratione semper secundus terminus ex 
data aeqvatione possit auferri . . .” [6], he noted that the problem is simplified by 
assuming, without restriction, that the quadratic term has already been elimi- 
nated. Thus he wrote the given equation in the form [the numbers (l), (2), and (3) 
below are our own] 
y3 - qy - r = 0. (1) 
Then he assumed the equation 
y2=by+z+u (assumta aeqvatio) (2) 
[writing yy for y2, similarly below in (3)], with a and b to be suitably determined. 
We explain below how from (2) he obtained the following equation in Z, which he 
wrote in eight lines, an arrangement that will be essential in our later discussion 
(for which we have numbered these lines (I), . . . , (8)): 
23 + 3az2 + 3a2z + a3 = 0 (1) 
- 2qz2 - 4qaz - 2qa2 (2) 
+ q2z + q2a (3) 
- qb*z - qb2a (4) 
+ 3rbz + 3rba (5) 
- r2 (6) 
- qrb (7) 
+ rb3 (8) 
(3) 
(where we would write = 0 in the last line instead of the first). 
On this process of elimination, Cantor commented: 
Tschimhaus does not say how he wanted to have performed the elimination by which is 
generated the new equation whose middle coefficients can be made to vanish, according to 
Tschimhaus’s assertion. We might guess that he used repeated subtractions of the assumed 
equation, sometimes multiplied by the unknown and sometimes by known [expressions], 
from the originally given equation. [Cantor 1913 III, 114-l 15; translation is ours] 
Then Cantor suggested that Tschirnhaus might have proceeded in the following 
way. Multiply (2) by y and subtract the result from (1): 
by2 = (q - a - z)y + r. 
From this subtract Eq. (2) multiplied by b to get 
(z + a + b2 - q)y = -bz - ab + r. 
26 
Thus 
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-bz - ab + Y 
Y=z+a+b2-qq. 
Inserting this into (2) gives (3). 
We assert that Tschirnhaus proceeded in a different way, which can be discov- 
ered directly from his paper. The key to the conclusion lies in his arrangement of 
(3) in eight lines. These lines correspond to [cf. (2)] 
(z + a)3 = y3(y - b)3 (1) 
-2q(z + a)2 = -2qy*(y - b)*, (2) 
etc. Thus, his actual calculations may have looked like the following. Equation 
(I), with y’ replaced according to (l), contributes 
(qy + r)(y3 - 3by2 + 3b*y - b3), 
and additon of (8) makes the constant term -rb3 vanish. To this, (2) adds 
-2qy4 + 4qby3 - 2qb2y2, 
so that some terms cancel in part. Replacing y3 according to (1) and adding (6) and 
(7), we see that the whole sum reduces to 
-qy4 + (qb2 - 3rb)y2 + (q*b + qr - qb3 + 3rb2)y. 
Adding (3), (4), and (5) to this, we may write the resulting expression in the form 
7Y(Y3 - 4Y - 97 
which is zero by (1). This establishes (3). 
Now the term in z2 in (3) vanishes if 
3a - 2q = 0, 
thus 
a = 34. 
The term in z vanishes if 
3a2 - 4qa + q2 - qb* + 3rb = 0. 
With a = 2q/3 this quadratic equation has the solution given by Tschirnhaus: 
b = i multiplicatum in i + 
(with the exponent misprinted as shown). 
In the remaining portion of his paper, Tschimhaus discussed expressions a and 
b suitable for eliminating the third term in an equation of degree 4, 5, or 6 from 
which, just as in the cubical case, the second term is already absent. 
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This paper was supposed to explain a general method, and one wonders to what 
extent the author himself believed his claim: “Et sic idem processus observatur ad 
tres, qvatuor, qvinqve &c terminos auferendos” [7]. We clarify this question in 
the next section to the extent that known documents permit. 
5. TSCHIRNHAUS’S EVOLUTION AS AN ALGEBRAIST 
Tschimhaus’s interest and skill in algebra date to his study at Leiden, where P. 
van Schooten (1634-1679) guided him, familiarizing him with the new mathemati- 
cal, deductive approach to science, commonly known as Cartesianism (see 
Edwards [ 1967 II, 37-381 for different interpretations of Cartesianism). The earli- 
est documented trace of his work on the Tschirnhaus transformation dates from 
his visit of 1675 in London, where he showed Collins specific examples, such as 
applications to the equations 
and 
x4 - px3 + 4x2 - TX + s = 0, with p2s = 6, 
x4 - 2x2 + 12x - 18 = 0, 
without disclosing his method in more general terms. His first written remark on 
the transformation occurred in a letter of April 17, 1677, to Leibniz [Gerhardt 
1899, 328-3371. 
Whereas for a quartic equation he would have obtained ,? + b2z2 + ba = 0 (see, 
e.g., Weber [1898-1908 I, 203]), an equation contained neither in that letter nor in 
his 1683 publication, in attacking the quintic equation he must have realized that 
his four conditions are of first, second, third, and fourth degree, respectively, in 
total giving a final equation of degree 24, which in general is not reducible to a 
product of equations of smaller degrees. In an undated letter of 1678 or 1679, 
Leibniz challenged Tschirnhaus’s method. Expressing serious doubts and, on the 
basis of his own experience, questioning him on the quintic equation, Leibniz 
wrote: 
Concerning your , . . method for finding the roots of an equation, which for solving 
xs + px4 + qx3 + rx* + sx + r = 0 
consists in assuming 
x4 + bx’ + cx* + dx + e = q [q should read y] 
and then eliminating x by y  and . . . eliminating the middle terms in the resulting ,equa- 
tion. . . . I do not believe that it will be successful for equations of higher degree, except in 
special cases. I believe that I have a proof for this. [“. . . [methodum tuam] non puto suc- 
cedere in alterioribus nisi quoad casus speckles. Ejusque rei videor mihi habere demonstra- 
tionem.“] [Gerhardt 1849-186311971 IV, 478-479; translation is ours] 
Obviously, the last sentence refers to the transformation under discussion, not to 
a forerunner of the famous proof by Abel [1824] that the general equation of fifth 
or higher degree cannot be solved by “radicals.” Leibniz and Tschimhaus contin- 
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ued their discussion in the fall of 1679 during the latter’s visit in Hanover, on his 
way from Italy back to Kieslingswalde. 
The facts just presented document that by 1677 at the latest Tschirnhaus had 
obtained the results on his transformation published in 1683 and that he continued 
working on the transformation, but without further success. The delay of at least 6 
years in publishing his findings was not unusual at that time-on the contrary, 
there were cases of longer delays, Newton’s calculus being one of them. In the 
present case, however, there seems to have been a particularly interesting reason 
why Tschimhaus submitted his results for publication just in 1682: we claim that 
this happened because of Tschirnhaus’s election to the Academic des Sciences in 
the same year, for the purpose of further publicizing his results, to maintain the 
high esteem in which he was held by leading scientists, as was expressed by that 
election. Our claim is supported by a letter of August 25, 1683, to Leibniz, written 
in a strange mixture of German and Latin: 
That. . . I have advertised in the Acta [Eruditorum] has happened that they see in Paris how 
it is progressing with my work, and that I also announce this to others. . It is easy to 
demonstrate that it [the method of the Tschirnhaus transformation] is correct [in the general 
case]. . I shall publicize it for a fifth-degree equation. . 
He then explained his previous concentration on the cubical equation “in order 
that the correctness of this method become clear by an example which had already 
been known” [Gerhardt 1849-1863/1971 IV, 499-5001. It is remarkable that in the 
list of accomplishments he had to submit to the Academic des Sciences in 1682 he 
did not mention his transformation as a general method. Had he lost faith in it? 
More important, did he think that for higher-order general equations the method 
would not work in principle or just because of technical complications? On the 
basis of the known documents, as discussed here, we must leave the answer open. 
Surely, Leibniz’s serious doubts must have impressed Tschirnhaus-after all, the 
two men were intimately related in their work. 
Despite the failure of the Tschirnhaus transformation as a general method, it 
must be regarded as Tschirnhaus’s most significant accomplishment. After the 
solution of the cubic equation (by S. de1 Ferro around 1515) and of the quartic 
equation (by L. Ferrari in 1545), lack of further success had led to a decrease of 
interest in solving equations by “radicals.” Tschirnhaus invented a new method, 
but unfortunately not for previously unsolved equations. Nevertheless, his at- 
tempts (and later those by Euler and by Bezout) helped to pave the way for the 
next stage of the development, beginning in 1770 and consisting of the replace- 
ment of empiricism by systematic studies of methods of solution (notably by 
Lagrange) to understand the reasons for the success of orders less than five and 
for the difficulties of orders five and greater. These efforts led eventually to the 
creation of much of the theory of finite groups [Dieudonne 1978 I, 71-771. 
Even more important, Hermite [1858] and Klein [1884/1956] based their work 
on the fifth-order equation reduced to the “normal form” 
zS+Az+B=O 
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by the Tschirnhaus transformation, a reduction made by E. S. Bring in 1786 and 
rediscovered by G. B. Jerrard in 1834 (see Klein [1884/1956, 156-1581). Obvi- 
ously, Hermite was motivated to some extent by V&e’s trigonometric solution of 
the cubic equation [Cantor 1913 II, 5851 
23 - 32 + 2c = 0, 
where the auxiliary variable (II defined by C = sin a! helps one to obtain the 
solutions in the form 2 sin (u/3,2 sin (a + 2+/3,2 sin (a + 47r)f3. Instead of taking 
such elementary functions, Hermite succeeded in solving the above quintic equa- 
tion in terms of elliptic modular functions, that is, functions invariant under the 
group of transformations z* = (az + b)l(cz + d) with real integers a, b, c, d, and 
ad - bc = 1 (or a subgroup of it). As Max Noether expressed it: 
[Hermite’s work of 1858,] a fruit of the combination of the theory of groups of substitutions 
and of the equations with that of elliptic functions . . immediately made Hermite known in 
the widest circles. . Together with the paper of 1859 on the modular equations of elliptic 
functions . . it contains the germs of a new development which led to the modem fields of 
modular and automorphic functions. [Noether 1902, 343; translation is ours] 
Furthermore, Hermite’s application of the Tschirnhaus transformation introduced 
new perspectives and ideas into the developing group theory and led to related 
progress in differential equations [S]. 
6. TSCHIRNHAUS’S FURTHER IDEAS ON CURVES 
To complete the picture of Tschirnhaus’s work on curves discussed in Section 
3, we mention two other interesting contributions on curves made in 1687 (keeping 
in mind that at that time, “curve” was synonymous with “function” and thus the 
central concept of the developing calculus). These contributions appeared in Me- 
dicina mentis (Mental Medicine), a treatise on philosophical logic and methodol- 
ogy of knowledge 191. This book was Tschirnhaus’s main work as a philosopher of 
the early Enlightenment. Being popular in its own day, it had two editions, in 1687 
and 1695; the latter was reprinted in 1733. We refer to the second edition, which 
Haussleiter [ 19631 translated into German. 
The first of those contributions concerned quadratrices, namely, the 
Tschirnhuus quudrutrix [Tschirnhaus 1695, 113-l 151, which is a sine curve 
. x 
y = r en 5 
(a formula not given by Tschirnhaus) and its comparison with the quadratrix of 
Dinostratos, which Tschirnhaus called “quadratrix veterum,” for quadratrix of 
the ancient Greeks. 
Second, Tschirnhaus generalized the familiar string construction of an ellipse 
and defined curves with more than two “focal points” [Tschirnhaus 1695, 93- 
1011. Figure 4, showing a curve with three “focal points,” explains the idea. The 
string has its ends fixed at A and C and can slide around the third “focus” B as it is 
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FIG. 4. Curve with three “focal points” [Tschirnhaus 1695, 93, Fig. 71. 
held tight by the pencil at the moving point D, which traces the curve. Similarly, 
for a curve with four “focal points” A, B, C, and D, and moving point E with 
pencil, the string has its ends fixed at, say, A and D, can slide around B and C, and 
has the form of six straight-line segments AE, EB, BE, EC, CE, and ED. As 
another generalization, Tschirnhaus replaced the focal points of an ellipse by two 
circles (“focal curves”) around which the string is wound and is held tight and 
tangent to the circle by the pencil at the moving point. 
In including these and many other examples from mathematics and physics in 
Medicina mentis, Tschirnhaus followed the philosophers writing on logic, but 
surpassed them by inventing various examples instead of copying traditional ones 
from other sources, as was often done. The fluency of his presentation is reminis- 
cent of Descartes, whose ideas affected substantial portions of Chapter 2 (the 
main chapter) of the book, leaving us with the impression that in his basic attitude 
as a mathematician and physicist, Tschirnhaus was influenced much more by 
Descartes than by anybody else, including Leibniz. We confirm this in our final 
section. 
7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
From our investigation we may draw the conclusion that a synopsis of 
Tschirnhaus’s life and work can probably be best understood in terms of five main 
factors that help to expose the roots of his personality and to exhibit an intrinsic 
logic in his evolution as a person and a scientist. 
1. An ardent desire of the young nobleman Tschimhaus to work in science, 
rather than to lead a more traditional life, such as managing his estate. This 
becomes even more remarkable if one remembers the desolate conditions in Cen- 
tral Europe shortly after the Thirty Years’ War, a time most unfavorable for any 
kind of science. It shows the influence of his father, who had studied at a univer- 
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sity, and the effect of his training in a good high school in Gorlitz, where one of his 
teachers, Conrad, aroused his interest in mathematics [Winter 1960, 61 and made 
him study some of Kircher’s works in physics. 
2. The choice of the University of Leiden for study, rather than a university in 
Germany, where at that time the level of mathematics being taught was much 
lower. This choice might have been suggested by Hegenetius, Ratsherr in Gorlitz 
[Weissenborn 1866,4], and by Tschirnhaus’s high-school principal, Vechner, who 
had studied in Leiden. Many scholars were attracted to the Republic of the Neth- 
erlands, which was regarded as the land of freedom [Struik 1981, l-21, and in 
particular to the University of Leiden, the stronghold of Protestant science in the 
country [Haussleiter 1963, 61. Thus Descartes lived in the country from 1629 to 
1649, and Geulincx came to Leiden in 1658 and taught Cartesian philosophy and 
physics at the university until his death in 1669, one year after Tschirnhaus’s 
arrival. By that time, Frans van Schooten (1615-1660), Huygens’s teacher and the 
most active disseminator of Descartes’s mathematical ideas, had died, but his 
brother Pieter was still teaching there. Pieter van Schooten started Tschirnhaus on 
his way to becoming a confirmed Cartesian and skilled algebraist. 
3. The year 1675-1676 spent in Paris, at that time a dominant center of science 
and culture in Europe, with nearly half a million inhabitants. (Leibniz’s home- 
town, Leipzig, had about 10,000 inhabitants at that time.) In Paris, at the early age 
of 24, Tschirnhaus was able to make personal contact with leading scientists and 
politicians, above all Huygens, Leibniz, and Colbert. The mutual effects of the 
friendship between Leibniz and Tschirnhaus were investigated in Section 3. Huy- 
gens helped Tschirnhaus by introducing him to Colbert (1619-1683), the omnipo- 
tent minister of King Louis XIV, and to the Academic des Sciences. The latter 
had just been founded in 1666 on the initiative of Colbert, and Huygens had 
accepted an invitation to come to Paris and join the Academic. Asked to teach 
mathematics and Latin to one of Colbert’s sons, Tschimhaus gained a good op- 
portunity to become familiar with Colbert’s mercantilistic ideas for developing the 
industry and trade of France, ideas he later practiced, on a much smaller scale, in 
his home country, Saxony. 
4. Election to the Academic des Sciences. His modern, or Cartesian, mathemat- 
ical education at Leiden gave Tschimhaus a lead over his contemporaries. His 
visit to London in 1675 showed that already at an early age he had gained interna- 
tional recognition (attested to by the above-cited letter from Collins to Gregory), 
and his fame steadily increased so that he was elected to the Academic des 
Sciences in 1682. Thereafter, Tschirnhaus published frequently, a main reason 
being his effort to further his reputation. As we have shown, however, his papers 
contained errors and often lacked precision (as measured by the standard of his 
time). Specifically, Tschirnhaus often did not indicate the range within which his 
theorems applied. Furthermore, with his election to the Academic he had hoped 
to get a salary (as some members did), mainly to help in financing his expensive 
experiments with lenses and reflectors and to implement his plans for founding a 
small “academy.” However, this hope for funds vanished in 1683, when his 
benefactor Colbert died. 
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5. Development of his work from theory to technical applications, which we can 
recognize by comparing Tschirnhaus’s earlier work, say, in Paris, with that after 
1686. Tschirnhaus may have developed an early interest in lenses and reflectors at 
Leiden-his friend Spinoza earned his living by grinding lenses, a “high technol- 
ogy” profession at that time. Also his paper on catacaustics showed his effort to 
combine theory with physical applications of practical interest, conforming to 
Colbert’s idea of a main purpose of the Academic des Sciences. Such a combina- 
tion of theory and practice was remarkable during this period of Cartesian-not 
yet Newtonian-physics, when doubts about the usefulness of mathematizing 
physics were still raised quite frequently. As shown above, Tschirnhaus experi- 
mented on spherical mirrors and later worked on lenses and reflectors in Saxony. 
His next and final logical step of making his results the basis of a corresponding 
production, an idea most likely arising from his contact with Colbert, was highly 
successful scientifically but, unfortunately, not economically [Haussleiter 1963, 
380-3931. His lenses and reflectors were used in Germany and exported to 
France, Italy, Russia, and other countries. Michail Vassilevich Lomonossov de- 
scribed and praised them at the beginning of his thesis of 1741. The largest of the 
lenses measured about 94 cm in diameter and weighed about 75 kg [Cenakal 1960, 
2921. It was purchased by the Duke of Orleans and later given to the Comte Pajot 
d’Ors-en-Bray, who on his death in 1754 left his famous Physical Collection to the 
Academic des Sciences, from which the lens disappeared between 1798 (last use 
by Lavoisier) and 1807 (date of Inventory on which it no longer figured). The 
largest of Tschirnhaus’s reflectors measured 162.5 cm in diameter. At that time 
and even in the 18th and early 19th centuries, the dimensions just mentioned, as 
well as the quality and precision of these lenses and reflectors were “l’etonnement 
du monde savant” (the astonishment of the scientific world; Hoefer [1866, 6861). 
These accomplishments made Tschirnhaus famous throughout Europe [Cenakal 
19601. 
The Deutsches Museum in Munich owns one of Tschirnhaus’s convex lenses 
(more than 50 cm in diameter), and so does the Lomonossov Museum in Lenin- 
grad. The above-mentioned largest reflector still exists and belongs to the Dresden 
Mathematisch-Physikalischer Salon (Mathematical-Physical Collection) located 
in the Zwinger. 
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NOTES 
1. For other spellings of these names, see Weissenbom [1866, 31. The form “Tschimhausen” 
sometimes found in the literature seems erroneous. It is a result of a somewhat outdated German 
genitive. 
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2. Athanasius Kircher (1602-1680) was very modem in his ideas. For instance, in his Zter exstuti- 
cum coeleste (Course of the stars), the second edition of which appeared in 1660, he discussed such 
problems as the habitability of other planets. 
3. “Especially by Mr. Huygens whose Dioptrica by chance has appeared just now.” 
4. The earliest known documents by Tschimhaus on quadrature are two letters to Leibniz, the first 
undated [Gerhardt 1899, 399-4011 but most likely written in November 1677, and the second of 
January 27, 1678, written in Rome and containing ideas similar to those of Gregorius a S. Vincentio, a 
fact mentioned in Leibniz’s reply but subsequently denied by Tschimhaus, in a letter of April 10, 1678 
[Gerhardt 1849-1863/1971 IV, 432-4511 (see also Hofmann [1965,281]). This correspondence contin- 
ued, culminating with Leibniz’s important (undated) letter of 1678 or 1679, whose most essential part 
we give in translation in the text. 
5. This is documented by a letter by Mencke of July 16, 1684, and Leibniz’s answer [Gerhardt 1849- 
1863/1971 IV, 424-4361. 
6. “From the Geometric by Mr. Descartes it is known by what calculation one can always eliminate 
the second term from a given equation. .” 
7. “And so the same process applies to 3, 4, 5, etc., terms to be eliminated.” 
8. For historical aspects, see Wiman [1899], Klein [1884/1956, 144-1741, and Gray [1986, 182-2011. 
For an impression of the present state, see Ito [1986 I, 139-1461. 
9. Tschimhaus wrote Medicina mentis originally in German. For wider circulation it was then 
translated into Latin, not by him-he did not feel strong enough-but by his friend Pieter van Gent. 
The latter was not very reliable [Winter 1960,6] and might have been responsible for some of the errors 
in the first edition, others having been caused by the printer, as Tschimhaus complained [Haussleiter 
1963, 131. Serious mathematical errors in the first edition were pointed out by Huygens and by the 
young Fatio de Duillier (1664-1753), who corrected and extended Tschimhaus’s results on the tangent 
problem for curves with several “focal points,” as Tscbirnhaus [1695,99] acknowledged in his second 
edition, which still contained errors and promises of proofs that Tscbimhaus never supplied. The 
publication dates in [Cantor 1913 III, 1521 are incorrect; for correct dates, see Winter [1960, 133-1351. 
Historical details on the Tschimhaus and other quadratrices are given in [Loria 1902, 410-4261. 
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